
Finding Strength Through Tragedy 



Introduction To Finding Strength
Being infatuated almost got me killed. People can 

overcome tragedy during these challenging times 
through the lessons I have learned and embarked on. 
Often strength Is something we often don’t think about 
daily or as often we think we should, until we have no 
other choice than to be strong.  

Being strong can come through so many avenues 
in our lives maybe it’s physically, mentally, or 
emotionally, or maybe it’s all three. Strength for me 
means sometimes taking day by day or hour by hour 
and even minute by minute. 

Strength maybe getting out of my bed even if we 
are at our worst, strength maybe going to a job in which 
undervalues you or doesn’t follow your beliefs or morals. 
Strength forces us to grow up in ways we can’t even 
begin to imagine.



Introduction To Finding Strength
Strength is a process, a journey itself. It forces us 

to go through things we may never be completely or 
even remotely prepared for such as Domestic Violence, 
fear, loss of a loved one, PTSD, Depression, Anxiety, 
and an attempt to take our own life.

Sometimes it takes months or years or even 
decades to truly find your own strength. It’s a part of 
healing and grieving and moving forward with our lives, 
and sometimes it means turning the page as painful as 
that maybe.



Introduction To Finding Strength
Sometimes in an emotional outburst we can often 

feel the tears stream down our face. When all day we 
just tried to hold it together. Sometimes we scream so 
loud and let fear take over our lives. Sometimes we run, 
distance from ourselves, and from the pain.

 We often find a substitute to hide from the pain in 
our hearts and our minds too, a shot to numb the pain, a 
pill to take away the shame, the guilt, a smoke to ease 
the pain. These are all temporary solutions,finding the 
permanent solution is key to get ourselves better, and 
healthier. 

The one that is reassuring that gives the strength 
and encouragement to get through the trials and 
turbulence.We are not defined by what life throws at us 
rather it's the direction we take and the path we chose to 
go down. 



The Layering Effects Of Trauma
In my early years of growing up, I was very 

sheltered, never allowed to go to parties, even 
my graduation party, as that's how I became the 
“good girl”. Where my days were spent being 
shoved into lockers and being bullied like you 
wouldn’t believe being called every name in the 
book “ ugly,stupid,teachers pet,loser,dumb, 
idiot”.

Girls can be so mean and disrespectful 
and most of all cruel. It was the end of the day I 
was cutting through the church parking lot 
walking home when a girl I was tutoring 
punched me in the face.Could it have been 
jealousy? All I know is I was at the wrong place 
at the wrong time



The Layering Effects of Trauma
My confidence dropped massively. I let people 

take advantage of me more times than I can even begin 
to count. In the fall of 2010, I started my college journey, 
no longer sheltered and living care free and independent 
to make all my own choices. 

I partied every night and chose if I wanted to 
attend class at all. I was finally in control of my life and 
loving every minute of the freedom no one told you what 
to do or what not to do. I was in charge. I was calling the 
shots. I guess you could say I got cocky and arrogant 
pretty quickly.



 Layering Effects of Trauma
 In the year of  2010, my first relationship bagan it spiralled out of control quicker then you could even blink. It blew up 
in my face pretty fast and at times became abusive and toxic just as I saw in my younger days. 

I was living it first hand.I was in the middle of exams in college while trying to get myself out of unhealthy and chaotic 
relationship in which I was also being cheated and had my self esteem blown up and with responses such as “ I told you so” 
which is lovely words for someone going through such a horrific time. 

Thank goodness for friends who took me in and somehow I managed to pass every single exam. This was only the 
beginning of my journey which would soon turn into a person's worst nightmare. 



The Layering Effects Of Trauma
 In 2016 I was assaulted while running on a 
trail in a park. It was unexpected and shocking 
and I never thought this would happen to me, 
especially while I was running carefree in a park 
in broad daylight.

 I didn’t report it, as my low self esteem 
somehow told me that it was my own fault. I 
know that someday I will have to forgive myself 
for that. That specific incident stole my ability to 
freely run on trails. It was the beginning of fear 
stealing my freedom and allowing me to live my 
life in a carefree way.



The  Layering Effects Of Trauma
https://london.ctvnews.ca/video?clipId=1454862&fbclid=IwAR2nla4VDAj81ph9yqPLDzvlbRR
0t9KdGvAZAYD7ZKxE00IlMphb1VR0MdI

https://london.ctvnews.ca/video?clipId=1454862&fbclid=IwAR2nla4VDAj81ph9yqPLDzvlbRR0t9KdGvAZAYD7ZKxE00IlMphb1VR0MdI
https://london.ctvnews.ca/video?clipId=1454862&fbclid=IwAR2nla4VDAj81ph9yqPLDzvlbRR0t9KdGvAZAYD7ZKxE00IlMphb1VR0MdI


The Layering Effects Of Trauma
As time went on in the apartment, I knew I only had a limited amount 

of time to either die or get out. 

I had to maintain myself so I thought I would talk to Will how I would 
normally talk to him telling him how much potential he had and all that he 
had going for him, and how so many people cared for him. I knew that 
being normal toward him was the only way I was going to survive. 



The Layering Effects of Trauma
  As he pointed a knife to my back , his response would be this will be “less painful”. Told 
me to “shut the F*** up”. After trying to put fear in me I still wasn’t letting him have that power 
over me I knew that I had to contain myself. 

As I said I got up off the floor from being strangled and he then threw sponges at me 
telling me “to clean up”. I did something I never ever wanted to do, something that still 
disgusts me every day. But when your life is flashed right before your eyes, you don’t think 
you just do.



The Layering Effects of Trauma
Forgiveness is a daily challenge. It's an obstacle 

especially when you go through all the what if’s. It’s self 
harm to yourself because you can’t help to place the 
blame on your shoulders just wishing that you had done 
things so differently. 

Unfortunately you can’t change what's already 
been done. That's a lesson I am trying to work on 
everyday is finding forgiveness in myself. I still have a lot 
of mountains to climb before I enter the valley.



The Layering Effects Of Trauma
Two hours of pure hell in an apartment seeing my life flashed before my very eyes, 

wondering if this is where and how it ends for me. Oddly enough it wasn’t my last day to live, 
it was my day to help bring justice forward. You don’t think you began to just act and go with 
a gut instinct that’s why when Will ran off to the washroom. I had seconds to get myself the 
hell out of there. 

I opened all the locks, I had zero time to wait for an elevator, As soon as I saw the stairs 
I ran down 18 flights of stairs, as fast as possible. Looking behind me every second to make 
sure I wasn’t being followed. As I got closer to the main floor, I looked around me hoping that 
he wasn’t already downstairs waiting for me. I ran for that lobby door faster than you could 
ever imagine. 



Surviving and Overcoming Domestic Abuse
Domestic Abuse will affect 1 and 3 women as 

well, as 1 in 4 men will be affected by domestic abuse. 
Men go through this journey as well. Not just women . 
So let me be direct as you are reading through this 
chapter men have a voice in this as well. Domestic 
abuse doesn’t discriminate; it can happen to anyone. 
Domestic abuse includes anything from hitting slapping, 
sexual assault to fighting for life. 

Domestic abuse does have a physical component 
without a doubt, but it goes so much deeper than that, it 
can start off as mild name calling and escalates in a 
blink of an eye. There many different forms of abuse 
verbal,emotional and mentally and of course physical. I 
won’t sit here and say one is worse than the other 
because they are all horrific forms of abuse. 



Surviving and overcoming Domestic Abuse

In fact approximately 2% experience physical abuse, 1% sexual abuse, 
5% neglect, 5% financial abuse, and 5% suffer emotional abuse.Through 
these statistics it is unfortunate to say that only 1 out 15 cases are in fact 
reported to the authorities.



Surviving and Overcoming Domestic Abuse
Some warning signs may include jumping into the relationship to quickly ,very intense 

jealousy. Being controlled such as telling you how to dress, how to wear your makeup, which 
friends you can hang out with, even placing a GPS Tracker on your phone.

 Abusers will go to every extreme possible to keep you all to themselves without so much as 
a second thought. Thirdly threats of violence, mood changes, verbal/ emotional/ mental abuse, 
breaking objects, use of force during an disagreement, and a history of domestic abuse in other 
relationships the abuser has been in. This is where they may decide to manipulate and lie to you 
and say it with their ex partners fault. For abusers it’s easy to place blame on everyone else but 
themselves.  



Surviving and Overcoming Domestic Abuse
You know you have people say “oh just leave him”. Well if only it could be that 

easy. Separation assault may occur and for those who don’t know what this is. Let 
me clear that it is the highest time for death to occur as that person leaves their 
abuser. 

When you plan on leaving your abuser you should have an exit plan. Don’t go 
somewhere that will be easy for them to find you.  Especially if you have been with 
them a long time, going to your friends won’t be good enough because they will 
know where to find you. Have an action plan and reach out to your local 
community resources. It will provide you with knowledge and insight  and offer you 
tools in how to be safe. 



Surviving and Overcoming Domestic Abuse

Here are some very important and useful websites that will help and 
support you as you start your journey to healing:

● If you are in immediate danger please call 911
                      Assaulted Women's Helpline:

● 1-866-863-0511 (Toll Free) 1-866-863-7868 (TTY) 416-863-0511 
(Toronto)

● Provincial and Territorial HelpLine:
https://www.healthlinkbc.ca/health-topics/abo4579

http://www.awhl.org/
https://www.healthlinkbc.ca/health-topics/abo4579


Manipulation
 Manipulation is the easiest way to 

get taken advantage of. It’s so easy to be 
manipulated into a romantic 
relationship,family 
relationships,friendship,and even co 
workers.

 Manipulation tends to follow the nice 
people around because they tend to give 
away their hearts and love with so much 
then as second thought.



Manipulation
In my direct experience I have been the one 

who has high expectations for someone or thinking 
they will change when you confront them.  A 
manipulator will rarely ever change. I believed 
people could change time after time I had been let 
down and hurt as a result of this type of thinking. 
The thing with manipulators is they are selfish and 
possessive and demanding and think the world 
revolves around them.  
 I can’t say that it’s easy to cut ties with them, 
especially someone who is family or a long time 
friend or best friend or boyfriend of ten years. You 
know manipulators have a low self esteem, low self 
worth, and low confidence. 



Manipulation
We tend to get so caught up in this love and wear blinders. We tend not to see people 

for who they really are. We tend to care without so much as a second thought. We tend to 
imagine this happy ending. We think that the love we have can move can really and truly 
conquer everything. 

I am here to tell you that's not the case. Love doesn't fix everything. Love doesn't make 
everything better. It is the greatest manipulator of it all.You get so caught up in this picture 
perfect life that you think have, we really don’t know someone the way we think we do. I had 
to come to those terms and experience this first hand. Dealing with the devastating effects of 
a manipulator can really have lasting impact on who you become.    

 



Manipulation
 I almost ended my life as a result of all this tragedy. It was exhausting and taking up so much of life 

because I still heard Wills voice in my head. It was draining mentally and emotionally. Those emotions take control 
and power over your life because you're letting it in instead of dealing with and coming to terms that this life is 
over.  

You have to be strong enough to walk away and say enough is enough. You have to look at this situation for 
what it is. You have the power to have the upper hand and say" I am done with this,I am better than this situation, I 
don’t deserve less, I deserve more". 

That kind confidence has to come within not someone telling you this is how you should be. You have to 
believe it inside and out or manipulators will get the best of you each and every single time. 

Don't give the upper hand, be brave enough to walk away for good. How do you do this? I will tell you to 
have strength and have a tone of personal growth, know yourself , knows your limits, know your boundaries and 
respect yourself enough to say "goodbye". Don’t let people walk all over you. 

Be the leader and roar like a lion with so much power and a clear voice of independence. Getting out is 
never easy but staying in only makes the wounds deeper.



Journeying Through The Court Process
Judge,Jury,defense,media,Crown Attorney,witnesses,police,accused, Victim 

services and typewriter are just some of the people involved throughout the process. 
It's a time of justice and a time where everything comes to light. You are faced with new 
obstacles and challenges. 

After almost two years you find out new evidence in which you never imagined to 
hear. You find out the cruel and horrific details of such a violent crime.



Journeying Through The Court Process
 People that commit crime they don’t care about, who they hurt. They care about getting 

their next fix. It’s the honest truth. Those who offend have zero remorse for their actions and 
they will inflict pain again.

 Sorry is a word to them and that is all. I do know some people live in fear of testimony 
however, try to let those walls of fear down and break them and break free because no one 
wants this to happen to someone else. Someone that could be your brother, your sister, your 
aunt, your cousin. 

Don’t let fear tell you what to do, look fear in the eyes and say today is the day that I 
stand tall and state the truth,and allow justice to take over the situation. Do the best that you 
can. Keep fighting with every breath and every heartbeat. Be the voice of reason and the 
voice of hope to those who have lost their loved one’s.



Journeying Through The court Process
Through the trial you see so much. I mean you see evidence and pictures and even 

videos, it’s very disturbing.You hear about levels of intoxication come into play. I don’t care if 
you're drunk sober on drugs that give no reason to kill another human being.  

It frightens me to the core that criminals give so much justification for their actions and 
excuses and nonsense. Here the other thing if you're having a disagreement with someone 
you walk away, go for a walk, go meditate,do what you gotta do under no circumstances do 
you put your hands on somebody else. It is absolutely and uneviqvently is sickening and 
there's no justification under any circumstances to reach that length to take that far. 



Journeying Through The court Process
Each day throughout the trial was very difficult. You would go in every morning 

meet with victim services and head up to the courtroom. Listen to every person speak 
that got up on the stand. I think one of the hardest pieces was waiting for the jury to 
come back with a verdict. 

You walk so anxiously pacing the floors back and forth just waiting and hoping that 
it’s the verdict you want and that the individual deserves. 

I remember it taking a while for the verdict to come through. The jury has to take 
everything into consideration. I was just in panic waiting to get a message from victim 
services. The hardest thing I had to do was literally waiting for this decision. Coming to 
the inclusion that  this falls into the hands of strangers, people I don’t even know. 



Journeying Through The court Process
 It was hard getting back into the swing of things. 

When all I wanted to do was sleep.. However I was 
working at the gym at this point and time and work was 
a wonderful distraction, plus I had a wonderful team of 
support at work. 

Pulling myself out of bed in the morning was an 
obstacle. Once I did it was great because I then pulled 
myself together and went straight to the gym. I held 
those weights tight in my hand ready to do a bicep curl 
and looked in the mirror and said “ I got this”, I kept my 
head held high and worked out as if I hadn’t just missed 
two weeks of the gym, I gave it my all without so much 
as a hesitation. 

I knew if I could get through the trial I was ready 
for whatever life wanted to throw at me next. 



Journeying Through The Court Process
A year later, I was shopping in the grocery store 

when I was approached by a lady, who was very sweet 
and kind. She told me something I will never forget. She 
told me she was on the jury of the trial, and she said 
“your strength on the stand was incredible and said she 
was sorry for what I had gone through”.

 It was hard to not tear up but she made me smile 
as she told me how strong I was because in the moment 
on the stand I didn’t feel so strong. She told me to “ take 
care’ . Something that little impacted me and made my 
day a little bit brighter knowing that people that get jury 
duty not only take it seriously but can touch your life in 
such a way that you didn’t expect.



Impact Statement

Victim impact statement is a written or oral statement which is a part of 
the judicial legal process, it provides survivors an opportunity to speak 
during the sentencing of the convicted person and parole hearings.



Processing Grief While Coming to terms with Mental Health

Grief is a shock of waves, to your heart, soul, spirit, and mind. Grief is earth shattering. It pulls 
in all different directions. Grief changes a person and their perspective and perception in a matter of 
seconds When you hear the words that your loved one can now longer be present in your life rather 
they die of a disease, rather of a car accident, or whatever the case maybe it’s as if a part of you died 
with them. The piece that died is gone forever. You don’t get that back.

You become a completely changed person. The way you interact with others changes, the way 
you work changes, the way you engage changes, the way you see life changes, the way eat changes, 
the way you sleep changes, the way you carry on changes, your attitude changes, your faith changes, 
the way people treat you changes, your self care changes becoming less of a priority, and most of all 
your life changes in ways you never even imagined.



Processing Grief While Coming to terms with Mental Health

I hope that these survivors have a great support 
team in place and if not I hope they had incredible 
officers and court supports like I did. I hope they 
have someone that tells them they aren’t alone and I 
hope they don’t deny counseling.

 I hope they don’t fight emotions and feel 
everything they need to feel rather than tears, anger, 
frustration, or need to scream. Maybe it’s all the 
above that they need to feel. Just don’t lock away 
your pain because it will return and it won’t 
disappear. It’s not that simple. Does running away 
from your feelings really kill the hurt? Let your 
feelings run wild and free. 



Processing Grief While Coming to terms with Mental Health

 PTSD stands for Post Traumatic Stress 
Disorder. PTSD affects 70 percent of  Canadians 
which is 1 and 10 people who will suffer from 
PTSD. Adults aren’t the only ones affected 
unfortunately this also affects children.

PTSD symptoms include, intense feelings, 
nightmares, flashbacks,nausea, sweating, 
pounding heart,loss of interest, detaching from 
others, avoiding certain activities,and difficult 
memory of important events of the trauma. That's 
just some of the symptoms of  PTSD.



Processing Grief While Coming to terms with Mental Health

PTSD can be exhausting, you lose sleep, you lose your 
purpose, you lose the normal you once had. Fear takes over 
your life in a matter of seconds. Those nightmares and 
flashbacks feel more real than ever. You are reliving trauma 
first hand again because of the level of fear controlling your 
every thought.You think the worst all the time. How can you 
not think the worst? How can you erase these horrific and 
graphic memories of your past?  How do you not let fear take 
over?

You can take a handle on PTSD. You have the power 
to control it and not let it control you. I know that there are 
individuals that specialize in PTSD yoga. Therapy is also 
another option, where you can talk freely and openly about 
PTSD. Also support groups are another resource and sharing 
your story in a group where you find your story is relatable to 
others. 



Processing Grief While Coming to terms with Mental Health

Depression affects 1 in 4 Canadians. Depression doesn’t discriminate. Depression doesn’t 
care if you're middle class, rich, and poor. Depression can also affect young children.  Some of 
the cases of depression include trauma, loss of a loved one, divorce, loss of a job, becoming 
diagnosed with an illness, end of a relationship, financial hardship, and after experiencing 
childbirth. Those are just some of the factors that cause you to become overwhelmed and 
depressed.

Symptoms of depression include, lack of focus, tiredness, restless,  feeling of guilt and 
hopelessness, lack of self esteem, lack of confidence, irritability, having no desire or interest to 
do things that once made you happy, lack of motivation, eat habits change, eating less or more 
or not at all, and the most severe symptom includes self harm ,or even thoughts of self harm.



Processing Grief While Coming to terms with Mental Health

Effective Strategies include, counseling and if money is an issue apply for different government 
grants, and if you don’t have access to a computer ask a friend who does or go to the library, as well 
the courthouse will have pamphlets, and may even provide some local numbers, or go to your local 
police station. 

 Find something that gives you peace and happiness, gardening, working out, yoga, playing 
cards, doing different tasks around the house, painting, listening to happy music, watching funny 
movies, eating ice cream with a friend, going for coffee, going to a concert and having something to 
look forward too that's what it’s all about. 

Be around people whom you love and love you back and that doesn’t have to be family, because 
blood doesn’t define your family, you do. Those are the people that will be your strength in your 
weakest moments. Don’t be afraid to ask for help and reach out. You don’t have to be alone. 



Processing Grief While Coming to terms with Mental Health

Anxiety affects 1 and 4 canadians. There are a 
total of seven different types of anxiety Generalized, 
Social ,Specific Phobias, Panic Disorder, Obsessive 
Compulsive Disorder, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder. I 
experienced  PTSD,  Generalized anxiety, Panic anxiety, 
and sometimes Social anxiety. Those were my new 
normals. 

Some symptoms  of anxiety may include, feeling 
nervous, restless, stressed, having a sense of sudden 
panic or doom, having a high or abnormal heart rate, 
intense breathing feeling like your throat is closing up ( 
hypervetling) ,sweating, feeling weak, feeling exhausted, 
trouble staying focused or being engaged, worrying 
about the future and the past, rapid changes in mood 
often feeling scared or worried, and shaking.



Processing Grief While Coming to terms with Mental Health

Coping strategies to help maintain and lower 
anxiety include, taking deep breaths, a relaxing bath 
with bath salts and even bubbles, trying to stay present 
and take moment by moment, mediation, calming music, 
journaling your thoughts and emotions, letting go of what 
you can’t control, posting notes on the mirrors like self 
affirmations. 

Physical activity such as jumping, skipping, 
running, and even something as simple as blowing 
bubbles because you're focusing on the task at hand. 



Processing Grief While Coming to terms with Mental Health

It is possible to live a life with mental 
health, however it’s possible to believe in 
yourself and see just how far you have come on 
this path called life.

 Every time you struggled  and couldn't 
pull yourself together you did, even when you 
were at your breaking point.When you fell you 
got yourself back up no one did that for you. It 
was you who got through the valley and crossed 
every obstacle, because you didn’t stop 
believing ,and that strength that you have within 
yourself never stopped fading it just got brighter.



Finding Love After Tragedy 
Finding Love after tragedy is very different. Your 

guards are up as high as they can possibly be especially 
after facing a great deal of tarama. You have no trust 
what so ever. Coming out of tragedy or any toxic 
relationship really opens your eyes in more ways than 
you can even imagine. 

You have multiple questions going through your 
mind. Is this person going to hit me? Do they have a 
temper? Do they have a police record that I know 
nothing about? Are they a criminal? What is their 
motive? Are they a cheater? Are they going to kill me in 
my sleep? Will this relationship be worse than my last? 
Will they multipulate me? Will they isolate me? Will I just 
be their trophy? How many other girls are telling these 
lines too? Is this person going to be abusive? Are they 
controlling?



Finding Love After Tragedy

How can you love someone if you don't love yourself fully and truly? You simply can’t. I had to start from 
scratch and build myself all over again, sometimes it takes more then once to rebuild yourself, and that’s self 
growth.

I hope this chapter gives you insight, I hope that you are able to find yourself and your worth. I hope you 
love yourself enough to say goodbye when something isn’t right. I hope that when the time is right you find 
someone to laugh with, enjoy eachothers company, and enrich each other's life with compassion, love,and loyalty. 
I hope everything works out the way it's supposed to and nor forced. 

I haven’t given up on love yet, and I hope you don’t either. Only time will tell what will be. We should 
continue doing what we love and what is right for us, and maybe just maybe when we are least expecting it or not 
looking for it, then possibly love will find us. If it doesn't continue on our journey because you have made it far and 
will continue to glow like the bright shining star that you are.

.



Who I Am Today
I am far from perfect , and far from where I want to be.I am 

doing the best with what can and what I know. Everything that has 
happened, good or bad, negative,or positive has been a teaching 
tool. I am no longer who I was way back when. I am a new version 
of myself, stronger, wiser, and  less foolish. I don’t let people take 
me for granted anymore. I am my own person. I will continue to do 
what will make me happy because I am in the driver's seat of my life 
now, and I am in control.

I have made a lot of mistakes that almost ended my life, I 
try to not live with regret. I just try to do better. Everything that has 
happened has gotten me to this moment of gratitude and fortitude.

 I still have moments of weakness,depression,and sorrow in 
my heart, I realize that I can’t let it consume me. I can have painful 
moments, however realizing that they are moments , and 
sometimes it’s okay to have those moments. However we must 
remember to weigh the negative. The negatives won’t bring us back 
what we lost.



Who I am Today
My goal is to support others and shine light and let them know that no matter what you are not alone. I am here, I am 

your voice of reason. I want you to know that I believe in every single person that is going through the worst times of life.
I truly believe you will find your joy. Life is never going to be rainbows and butterflies. It doesn't mean it will rain forever. You 
will have very productive and meaningful days, one’s where positivity will flourish. You can make a good day happen if and 
when you want too.

 Bad days don’t mean tarama again, maybe you spill the milk all over the floor or you don’t sleep the night before 
your children are up at 5 am. That may be a tough day. It does get better, days will improve slowly but surely.

 You have to be willing to change and look deep into your life and into your soul, and find yourself again, and make 
yourself whole again. You are your beginning to your end and the end to your beginning.

Just remember that ball falls in your court and you can choose to score that final shot. You deserve to be kind to 
yourself always. The trauma doesn’t have to end your life. Let it spark the new flame that wants to be united. You can be a 
flame that brightens and inspires the beautiful world around you. You're the producer of your life and you get to choose how 
you will reinvent your life.

I choose to set boundaries, I choose physical activity, I choose counseling, I choose friendships, I choose to self 
care, I choose motivation, I choose to have hope, I choose strength, I choose to be the best individual I can possibly be. I 
wonder what you will choose.

 

 



To My Support Network

 I would like to end this with grace,love,and compassion,as this ending is 
dedicated to my network of support. I couldn’t imagine going through this journey 
by myself. I won’t say names in this chapter to respect the confidentiality of others.

 
Each person will know who they are, because you have played a significant 

and vital role in my life and in this road to recovery which has had many bumps 
and tulberance. Full of curves and spirals out of control. It hasn’t been a straight 
edge path, it's been full of webs, and trying to break free from those webs.



To My Support Network
 Many Thanks too:

● 911 operator, you calmed me as I was in panic
● To the police service, thanks for making me feel safe again
● To the ambulance driver thank you for taking time out to come and asses me
● To Victim Services, your hard work and dedication speaks volumes
● To the crown attorney, I thank you for guidance, and making justice happen
● To the nurses at the hospital who supported me as tears streamed down my 

face and were patient as you got me through the x ray process
● To the nurses I volunteer with, your kind words and support mean so much



To My Support Network
Many Thanks Too:

● To Major crimes and detectives, I appreciate your patience and admire your 
hard work

● To my counselor thank you for your encouragement and support and helping 
me to be the best version of myself I can be

● To my nurse practitioner, you gave me so much strength, and cared for me in 
my most weakest moments.

● To all my Friends, Family, and Friends who have become family, I am beyond 
grateful to have each and everyone one of you in my life, You all have a 
special place in my heart.



To My Support Network 



Self Affirmations
I want to end off on this note please look at the 

person in the mirror which is you, believe in yourself 
truly and fully and know that anything is possible. You 
have the ability within yourself to change what is broken 
and replace it with what is beautiful. 

● I believe I am beautiful
● I believe I am strong
● I believe that I have power to take back control of 

my life
● I believe I am worthy
● I believe In myself
● I believe I can grow even through the most 

challenging times
● I believe I am unique
● I believe I can make an impact in other’s lives
● I believe that I can inspire
● I believe I was foolish and now I am wise

● I believe that I have value
● I believe in joy
● I believe I can smile again
● I believe in hope
● I believe in kindness
● I believe in being role model
● I believe in generosity
● I believe in being humble
● I believe their can be an end to this pain that I feel 

because I know someone is going through worse
● I believe in personal knowledge
● I believe in my morals
● I believe in a healthy self esteem



Community Resources For Domestic Violence

● Call 911 immediately, or local police services if you are in any danger or your life is being 
threatened

● Provincial Assaulted women’s Helpline, 1-866-863-0511
● Assaulted Women’s Helpline, GTA 416-863-0511
● Mobile #SAFE (#7233) Bell, Fido, Rogers, Telus
● Toll free 1-866-863-7868
● Government of Canada Website Resources/ 

https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/fv-vf/help-aide.html
https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/fv-vf/help-aide.html#who

● Abused Women’s Hotline: 1-800-265-1576
● Sexual Assault Centre: 1-800-529-2272

https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/fv-vf/help-aide.html
https://www.justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/fv-vf/help-aide.html#who


Community Resources For Survivors and Witnesses Of Crime

Survivors and Witnesses of Crime Resources: 

● Call 911 if your in immediate danger 
● Call your local Police Station for any additional resources ir questions
● Canadian Resource Centre  1-877-232-2610/ text 613-208-0747
● Criminal Injuries Compensation Board: 1-800-372-7463/ www.cicb.gov.on.ca
● Victim Information Service 1-800-518-8817
● Victim Support Line 1-888-579-2888
● Ontario Mistery of Attorney General   

http://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/ovss/programs.php
● Government of Canada Web Page

 https://www.victimsweek.gc.ca/home-accueil.html

http://www.attorneygeneral.jus.gov.on.ca/english/ovss/programs.php
https://www.victimsweek.gc.ca/home-accueil.html


Community Resources For Anxiety
Anxiety Resources:
● Government of Canada website

https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/
services/healthy-living/your-health/diseases/mental-health-anxiety-disorders.html

● Canadian Mental Health association/ 1-866-531-2600, find your local branch
          https://ontario.cmha.ca/documents/understanding-and-finding-help-for-anxiety/  
● Contact your local doctor and counselor 

https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/healthy-living/your-health/diseases/mental-health-anxiety-disorders.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/health-canada/services/healthy-living/your-health/diseases/mental-health-anxiety-disorders.html
https://ontario.cmha.ca/documents/understanding-and-finding-help-for-anxiety/


Community Resources For Post Traumatic Stress Disorder

PTSD Resources:
● https://cmha.ca/documents/post-traumatic-stress-disorder-ptsd
● CAMH GTA: 416-535-8501
              Toll Free: 1-800-463-2338
● To Access CAMH Clinical Service/ 416-535-8501
● https://www.heretohelp.bc.ca/infosheet/post-traumatic-stress-disor

der

https://cmha.ca/documents/post-traumatic-stress-disorder-ptsd
https://www.heretohelp.bc.ca/infosheet/post-traumatic-stress-disorder
https://www.heretohelp.bc.ca/infosheet/post-traumatic-stress-disorder


Community Resources For Suicide Prevention
Suicide Prevention Resources:
● Call 911 if immediate danger occurs
● Crisis Service Canada call: 1-833-456-4566/ Text 45645
● Kids Help Line 20 Years and Under in Canada 1-800-668-6868
● First Nations and Inuit Hope for Wellness 24/7 Help Line 1-855-242-3310

           Canadian Indian Residential Schools Crisis Line 1-866-925-4419
           All Ages 1-877-330-6366
● Canadian Association for Sucuide Prevention 204-784-4073



Community Resources For Depression
Depression Resources:     
● https://ontario.cmha.ca/documents/
● understanding-and-finding-help-for-depression/
● https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/
● mental-health-services/mental-health-get-help.html
● Government of Canada/ Hope and Wellness Line: 1-855-242-3310
● Mental Health Commision 613-683-3755
● Canadian Crisis Hotline 1-888-353-2273

          

https://ontario.cmha.ca/documents/understanding-and-finding-help-for-depression/
https://ontario.cmha.ca/documents/understanding-and-finding-help-for-depression/
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/mental-health-services/mental-health-get-help.html
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/mental-health-services/mental-health-get-help.html


Please Contact me at:

ashley_16@outlook.com

For any questions,

 comments, concerns, 

or for any additional Resources...

mailto:ashley_16@outlook.com

